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Driver coaching by

professionals!
Fully insured

RISK-FREE racing!

Why race in
TitansRX?
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TOOMAS HEIKKINEN

“TitansRX is the only rallycross series where pure 
racing for all drivers comes together. The TV 

coverage and affordable budget is essential for 
partners and sponsors.”

Tamara molinaro

“In a few words, if you like PURE racing TitansRX is 
what you are looking for. An amazing environment 
combined with great cars, fair rules and spectacular 

races ... what more do you need?“

TOM CORONEL

“In 30 years of racing TitansRX is the best 
ever. The explosive energy of four-wheel-drive 

acceleration on all surfaces in short body-
to-body races is something both drivers and 

spectators won’t find any other place.”
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INTRODUCTION
“I am very happy to see the success of our new series in its first year. We have successfully 
redefined the future of rallycross supercars. Both rallycross and racing superstars were 
battling with identical cars on classic tracks. 

For 2020 we already have interest from drivers of all kinds of motorsports. We have shown 
how easy it is to jump into our PanteraRX6 and be right in the middle of the competition. The 
superstars have attested to the brilliant qualities of our car. 

TitansRX is the new platform for race drivers to expand their visibility and grow their careers 
in a much broader sponsor and spectator landscape. “

- Max J. Pucher   
CEO TitansRX

“Looking back at the first TitansRX season in 2019 we can be satisfied. Once regulations 
are submitted to FIA, they cannot be changed and therefore any problems with the points 
system or various rules will remain the entire season. But we can proudly say: ‚it worked!‘

It was an important task to educate the drivers about where the limits are. If we want more 
overtaking, and thus remove the jokerlap, we can’t penalise each little contact. The combination 
of position points, no jokerlap and more contact resulted in more overtaking in one weekend 
than other series have in a season. Drivers fought until the last meter in every race!

We learned that with less penalties the drivers were motivated to be more responsible and 
respectful. That made working with drivers and the team very enjoyable. I am grateful to 
everyone to be able to part of this grand experiment and its success!“

- Eva Kerschner 
Race director
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what is rallycross?

Rallycross is a classic motorsport and also one of the fastest growing motorsports. It was created by Robert Reed in 1967 
for the British ITV channel as a series of short five car sprint races on mixed tarmac and gravel tracks leading to three 
elimination finals. The first European championship was run in 1973.

TitansRX was created in 2019 by Max J. Pucher, who holds six National and two International Rallycross Championship 
titles. As a FIA International Series, TitansRX fills the huge gap between the national championships and World RX.

For 2020, TitansRX will host seven events on six different circuits, including our first event in North America, where drivers 
compete for the TitansRX international series title. Drivers can also race in one of two regional cups (CUP EAST and 
CUP WEST). At the grand finale in Nyirád, Hungary, the top qualifying regional drivers can compete in a ‘Cup Europe’ to 
determine the best drivers from both regional competitions.

ari vatanen

“TitansRX is the rallycross series you have been waiting for! We have seen in 2019 fantastic racing in which driver talent was key. But why stop there? The 2020 
Real-E Ecology Initiative puts TitansRX into a leading role and opens up the sponsor landscape!”
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Why race TitansRX?

It’s a drivers’ competition
TitansRX has been set up to make racing a pure drivers competition. 
The single-design PanteraRX6 Supercar is a top-class racing vehicle, 
which is identical for all drivers but with different bodykits. It has 
explosive power and is fun to race. TitansRX’s focus is on driving skill and 
it only comes down to the driver to be in front.

It’s spectacular
The rules and regulations, as well as the TV production, have been put 
together to create great racing for the drivers and a great show for 
spectators at the track and at home. The rules have been created to 
promote overtaking on track, while still rewarding drivers for being 
fast, and reducing the effect of weather conditions.

It’s simple
All you have to do is “Arrive & Drive.” TitansRX gives drivers the 
opportunity to simply show up and race a car. It allows drivers to 
compete in top-level rallycross without the need to risk their own car. 
There’s no need to bring your own team either as each car has two 
dedicated mechanics and an engineer. Drivers can focus on racing, 
leaving the logistics and engineering to the TitansRX team.

It’s affordable with fixed costs
TitansRX was created to be an economical way to participate in top-
class racing. With a single-design car, a double header race weekend, 
a unified logistical setup, an economical tyre use policy, and the new 
Real-E ecology initiative, the costs of racing are significantly reduced. It 
costs 10 percent of World RX and only 50 percent of Euro RX. The prices 
are fixed and racing is fully insured, eliminating financial risks for 
drivers and sponsors..

BE LOUD. BE WILD. BE REAL.
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nelson piquet jr.

“Talent, speed and guts is all it will take for you 
to win!”

craig breen

“TitansRX has given me an experience I will 
never forget! Great competition among great 

people and I enjoyed it immensely!”

TIMMY HANSEN

“I love this kind of racing... you know that if you’re 
in front you’re not safe so you have to protect 

your place.”
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review the 2019 season

click above or visit titansrx.eu
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2020 Calendar
TitansRX is proud to present the 2020 calendar, featuring a host of classic rallycross circuits, 
including our first outing in North America. A key new feature to the TitansRX calendar 
is the introduction of the Cup East (yellow) and Cup West (green), which drivers can win 
independently of the series title. The top regional drivers can also compete for a Cup Europe at 
the grand finale.

1 & 2 25 / 26 APR

23 / 24 MAY

27 / 28 JUN

11 / 12 JUL

1 / 2 AUG

12 / 13 SEP

3 / 4 OCT

CUP EAST

CUP WEST

MJP ARENA

NYIRÁD

MONTALEGRE

CIRCUIT DES DUCS

TROIS-RIVIÈRES

ESTERING

NYIRÁD

7 & 8

3 & 4

5 & 6

9 & 10

11 & 12

F1 & F2
Grand Finale
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As in 2019, TitansRX is a FIA International Series where drivers can 
compete the entire season in order to win the International Series 
title. Drivers have to compete in at least 10 rounds in order to 
compete in the Grand Finale at the end of the season.

TitansRX has also created two regional cups (Cup East and Cup 
West) where regional drivers must race in three events (six rounds) 
in order to be able to win a regional title. Round 9 & 10  and 11 & 12 
can count towards either cup.

At the grand finale, international drivers will compete for the 
International Series Title, while top qualifying regional drivers can 
compete in the Cup Europe to determine the best drivers from 
both regional competitions.

International Titles:
 • Winner TitansRX International

Regional titles:
 • Winner Cup East
 • Winner Cup West
 • Winner TitansRX Cup Europe

series structure
One International Series
Two Regional Cups
One Cup Europe

ROUND 1 & 2
MJP ARENA

ROUND 3 & 4
NYIRAD

ROUND 9 & 10
TROIS-RIVIERES

ROUND 11 & 12
ESTERING

WINNER 
CUP EAST

ROUND 5 & 6
CIRCUIT DE DUCS

ROUND 7 & 8
MONTALEGRE

WINNER
CUP WEST

WINNER
CUP EUROPE

WINNER
SERIES TITLE

INTERNATIONAL SERIES
CUP EAST
CUP WEST
Cup Europe

INternational Regional

GRAND FINALE
NYIRAD
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RULES

Qualifying sessions have five laps, 
semi-finals have six laps and finals 
have seven laps. The joker lap 
becomes a penalty lap, and screens 
on track will tell drivers if they need to 
take a penalty lap, instead of a spotter.

6
CIRCUITS

2
regional
trophies

5
lAPs

Qualifying

Q1

SEMI1

FINAL

SEMI2

Top 12

Top 6

Q2 Q3

Drivers

Drivers

RACES
14

grand
finale

1

lAPs
SEmi-FINALS

6
lAPs
FINALS

7

TitansRX Europe will hold 14 race days as double header 
weekends. A winner is crowned at the end of each race day.

International drivers must race in 10 Rounds to qualify for the 
Grand Finale. Regional drivers must choose ONE cup (Cup East 
or Cup West) and have to race six rounds in that cup. The top 
drivers from both cups can compete for a ‘Cup Europe’ at the 
Grand Finale.

There are three qualifying sessions each day, where the 
highest points are awarded for the final race position, as well 
as some extra points for the fastest overall time.

This forces drivers to overtake if they want more points and 
reduces the influence of track and weather conditions.

As in classic rallycross, the top twelve drivers compete in the 
semi-finals and the top six face-off in the final.
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KEVIN HANSEN

“Driving at the most iconic and fun circuits in 
Europe, with an extremly powerful car that handles 

brilliantly, is what’s makes TitansRX the most exciting 
championship today.”

jerome grosset-janin

“TitansRX is the ultimate fun and emotion 
for the drivers and therefore an incredible 

sensation for the fans.”

abbie eaton

“The racing in a high-perfomance supercar is action 
packed and full of drama which means it is genuinly 

the most fun you will ever have.”
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Model:   Ford Mustang Ecoboost, 4-cylinder,
  front-mid transaxle, wet sump

Manufacturer:  Pipo Moteurs, France

Capacity:  2345 ccm

Performance:  530 bhp at 6800 rpm

Torque:  750 Nm at 5000 rpm

Turbo:   Garrett, Anti-Lag System

Driver adjust:  Launch control setting, ALS level, 
  torque control

suspension
Drivetrain:  4-wheel drive with 3 differentials

Type:   Double Wishbone, 250mm travel

Dampers:  Reiger 3-way adjustable pushrod

Anti-roll bar:  7-way driver adjustable

Rims:  17x8J cast aluminium 8.5kg

Brakes:   Alcon 300mm

gearbox
Manufacturer:  Unic AB, Sweden

Torque Limit:  900 nm

Gearbox:  5 speed sequential

Central Diff:  Driver adjustable

Clutch:  Alcon Carbon 2-disk clutch

Pantera RX6
highlights
• Acceleration 0-100 km/h in two seconds. 

• The 2.3 litre engine delivers 530hp and 750nm using turbo and ALS 

• Weight reduction to 1150 kg minimum weight was a key aspect next to 
the cost of racing. 

• State-of-the-art double-wishbone suspension and dampers enable top 
drivers to take their driving to the next level. 

• Drivers can pick from these body kits:  
Hyundai i30, Ford Focus, Mercedes A-Class, Audi A1,
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spectator emissions 
reduction

reduced particle
waste

reduced emissions 
with engine upgrade

50% 70% 90%
TitansRX is pleased to announce the REAL-E Initiative for our 2020 season. The 
goal is to create more ecological racing, while maintaing the rallycross sports 
the spectators love.

Among the many areas where TitansRX plans to enhance ecological racing, 
there are three which excite us the most:

• Double-header events cut spectator emissions by 50%.
• An improved Hoosier tire reduces particles and waste by 70%.
• The PanteraRX6 engines will be upgraded to reduce emissions by 90%.
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exposure
Value-for-money
Through TitansRX’s technical and format innovations, the cost of participating in 
an international motorsport is significantly reduced. TitansRX costs less than 
10 percent of World RX and 50 percent of Euro RX*, with more opportunities 
to race and more opportunities to appear in front of dedicated audiences. This 
significantly increases the value of sponsorship for brands in order to target 
regional and international audiences.

Driver sponsors will not be burdened with extra engineering or repair costs, as our 
Arrive & Drive package makes expenditure predictable, and reduces the risk of 
drivers needing to drop out of racing due to a lack of funding.

Regional and international exposure
In 2019, TitansRX partnered with Eurosport to bring drivers onto an international 
stage. For 2020 we will expand our reach to audiences. In Europe alone, there are 
2 million active rallycross fans**, and many more for motorsport overall.

In 2019, TitansRX was available in 53 countries in Europe, and for 2020, this 
reach will expand to other continents, including North and South America, 
and Asia.

Free content on social media
TitansRX is open and free for drivers and brands to film and create content 
for their own channels. Restrictions on media content is limited only to live 
broadcasting and TitansRX is fully supportive of each drivers’ own channels.

Brands are free to document as much content as they like and use it for their own 
promotional purposes, which will help to increase their exposure.

*per race
**based on Facebook activity stats, July 2019
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broadcast audience

social audience

total minutes viewed
on Faceook3

Views on Facebook
and Youtube4

reach on
Eurosport Facebook5

VIERWERS
on Eurosport1

advertising reach
on Eurosport2

5.4m

51.4m

2.4 
million

5.5
million

4.4
million

1. total reach on EUROSPORT for the entire 2019 season.
2. based on TitansRX advertising campaign on Eurosport from 20/06 – 23/10/2019. 

TitansRX
France

0.97m
viewers

TitansRX
Hungary

1m
viewers

TitansRX
Portugal

1.5m
viewers

TitansRX
Germany

1.9m
viewers

Men
14+

69%

Men
20-59

32%

upmarket

42%

3. total minutes of video watched on TitansRX facebook page from 30/6 - 1/11/2019.
4. total views on TitansRX Facebook and YouTube channel from 30/6 - 1/11/2019.
5. performance by 3 Facebook posts on Eurosport Facebook page.

TITANSRX REACHES AN ABOVE-
AVERAGE UPPER, MIDDLE-AGED 

MALE TARGET GROUP
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Career platform
For professional drivers, the biggest obstacles in advancing their 
careers are the cost of racing, visibility and exposure. While rallycross 
is growing fast in terms of spectators, there is a huge gap in cost 
between regional competitions and the World Championship. 

TitansRX’s international media platform on TV and social media 
creates a great opportunity for drivers and sponsors to expose their 
talents and brands to dedicated and new audiences. 

Stepping up
It is a great opportunity for young drivers to step up to the next 
level at an affordable price. The PanteraRX6 and the Arrive & 
Drive scheme offer up-and-coming drivers the chance for an 
international stage, training in a vehicle with much more power, 
and competitive racing among the elite.

To help prepare for this, drivers can book driver training with a 
WorldRX-level-driver during testing, and get regular coaching 
during the races.

A formal racing technique classroom course is also offered for 
young drivers.

opportunities
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INTERNATIONAL SERIES:

1st place 50% discount on 2021 INTERNATIONAL Arrive & Drive
2nd place 25% discount on 2021 INTERNATIONAL Arrive & Drive
3rd place 10% discount on 2021 INTERNATIONAL Arrive & Drive   

REGIONAL CUP (Cup East, Cup West):

1st place FREE Arrive & Drive in the GRAND FINALE

CUP EUROPE:

1st place FREE 2021 REGIONAL CUP Arrive & Drive
2nd place 20% discount on 2021 REGIONAL CUP Arrive & Drive
3rd place 10% discount on 2021 REGIONAL CUP Arrive & Drive

prizes
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LUKAS “CSUCSU” KORNEL

“For the first time in my career I am not held 
back by the cost of racing. I feel at home at the 

TitansRX family!”

kenneth hansen

“TitansRX has managed to become an 
icon in its first season. The fully-insured 

‚Arrive&Drive’ service package and the driver 
coaching is simply excellent and unique.”

andrew jordan

“Titans RX has given me some of the best racing 
I have ever been part of and also some of the 

toughest competition.”
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titansrx fees
Putting the money where your audience is!
The cost of engineering is reduced through the TitansRX Series regulation and the one-design car. 
Part of the reduced engineering cost goes towards media exposure. The package includes the TV and 
Live-streaming exposure, and the use of the media material for the driver and sponsor.

The all-inclusive cost of one race is reduced by 40% from 2019 under the planning that there will be 20 
cars and 10 events with 20 races. One race will cost EUR 14.900,- all inclusive with all series and media 
fees plus VAT.

TitansRX ‚Arrive & Drive All-Inclusive’ for 12 races (international) EUR 178.800,-     (plus VAT)
• TitansRX registration fee for one car in a 12 race international series
• Driver Brand Partner media fee for on car advertising per race             
• Car livery design and wrap production (5 standard designs, 5 colour schemes)
• Full cover race insurance

TitansRX ‚Arrive & Drive All-Inclusive’ for 6 races (regional)  EUR 89.400,-      (plus VAT)
• TitansRX registration fee for one car in a 6 race regional series          
• Driver Brand Partner media fee for on car advertising per race             
• Car livery design and wrap production (5 standard designs, 5 colour schemes)
• Full cover race insurance

TitansRX “Arrive & Drive” for one event of 2 races (or final)  EUR 29.800,-    (plus VAT)

Test day with a PanteraRX6       EUR 3.900,-      (plus VAT)

Reservation deposit for 2020 series participation   EUR 5.000,-

Driver coaching with a top-level driver on test day   EUR 1500,-       (per day)

Contact: registration@mjp-promotions.com
23
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Contact:
MJP Promotions GmbH & CO KG
Teinfaltstrasse 5/4
1010 Wien, Austria
e-mail: info@mjp-promotions.com
web: www.titansrx.eu
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